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About This Game

Ultrawings FLAT is the non-VR version of the popular flight game where you pilot multiple aircraft to complete a variety of
missions across an island-themed world.

This is the version of the game for those that either A) have weak stomachs or B) do not have VR.

Key Features

- Pilot 4 distinct aircraft using your preferred controls (gamepad, mouse and keyboard, HOTAS).

- Soar around 4 unique, beautifully stylized islands!

- Earn money to buy new airports and new aircraft!

- Lots of gameplay variety! Pop balloons, snap photos, race, perform spot landings, fly through score rings, and more!
Ultrawings is the ultimate hobbyist flight game!

- The world feels alive! Soar by flocks of seagulls, buzz other planes, and even fly by boats and cars!

- Full English voice-overs guide you through the game!

- NEW! External chase cameras help spatial awareness while you are flying!
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The game supports the following HOTAS flight systems:

Saitek X52
Saitek X56

Thrustmaster HOTAS Warthog
Thrustmaster HOTASX
Thrustmaster HOTAS4
Thrustmaster T16000M

If your joystick or HOTAS is not listed then the game will more than likely not detect it. Please contact us at
support@bitplanetgames.com for further assistance.
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Title: Ultrawings FLAT
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Bit Planet Games, LLC
Publisher:
Bit Planet Games, LLC
Franchise:
Ultrawings
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Integrated GPU or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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It is not possible even to choose a save slot to start the game!!!
Mouse horizontal movements are disabled in the game for me!
I am running also X56 (running superfine in all other avia games)... and that is not working here as well!

Horrible.
Not usable.
Refund ASAP.
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Guide for control settings has been added:
A guide for introducing the basic control settings has been added at "Community" -> "Guides".
Please check the guide if you feel confused, and there is a tutorial video as well for your convenience.. 14/Dec/2018 Updates:
One of the enjoyable things about playing dominos is the sound wave when the dominos were pushed down one by one.
Now, we have more sound effects than before! Hope you will enjoy it.

In addition, I am considering to add Do - Re - Mi - Fa - Sol - La - Si in the game to make the game more amusing. Since I am
not a "Musician", I wish to have someone that who is willing to give me some suggestion about this, such as figure out the
relationship between notes and game content.

. 16/Nov/2018 in-game FPS limited:
In-game FPS is limited to 60 frame per second. As a result, the game will not take that high CPU as before.
For example, it took me more than 50% of CPU (i7-6700) when I ran this game with no dominos or cubes. It is because the FPS
was not limited, and it went as high as possible at PC platform. Right now, it only takes around 10% when there is nothing in the
game.. 06/08/2018 update for bugs fixes.:
1. Right now, players can correctly save and load their personal Audio settings, such as BGM on/off, and the value of volume.

2. Some errors of SAVE and LOAD functions have been fixed. Have a try with "Quick SAVE hotkey".. Playing dominos in
the new scene map?:
Hi guys, as you may see from the News, a new scene map (Round house) has been added in DomiCard. Have a play with the
new uploaded workshop project, and enjoy! https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1649695545
 

Note: the saved project cannot be loaded in different scene maps. For more details, please have a look at the News of this
game.. Major UPDATE --> Multiplayer is on board!:
As I said at the beginning, I tried my best to make this game finally become a multiplayer game! Now, enjoy DomiCard with
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your friends.

Go Start game -> "Local Area Network" -> "Start a Host" - "Start Server". Remember, tell your friends your IP address and the
Network port. And, load your work to surprise them. . 30/Jan/2019 Update:

 Update:

 The colour pallet has been changed from 12+3 colours to 24+6 colours.
For more, there is a way to get more colours in the game, release the hotkey "C" outside the pallet. However, I
highly not recommend players to do this, using other colours will cost more on GPU.

 The texture of the "Hand" is changed, looks better than before.
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